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MONSIEUR JOURDAIN 

Non, je ne veia ny Prose, ny Vers. 

MAISTRE DE PHILOSOPHIE 

Il faut bien que ce soit l'un, ou l'autre. 

MONSIEUR JOURDAIN 

Pourquoy? 

MAISTRE DE PHILOSOPHIE 

Par la raison. Monsieur, qu 'il n'y a pour s'exprimer, que la Prose ou les Vers. 

Molière, Le Bourgeois gentilhomme 

The beginnings of Arabie literary prose are usually put at the end 
of the Umayyad period, with the letters of ' Abd al-Hamïd al-Kátib, 
notwithstanding all their problems of transmission, regarded as the 
first major examples of this art. ^ It took, however, another two centu
ries until literary prose became folly accepted on the literary stage: 
authors of the 4*¥10* century such as the Sahib b. 'Abbád, Abu Isháq 
Ibrâhîm al-Sábi' or Badî' al-Zamán al-Hamadání were pioneers of a 
novel prose style, commonly called «ornate prose», and characterised 
by the systematic use of 50/' (rhymed prose) and the figures of badV. 
Their works, in contrast to the ones of their Umayyad and early Abba-
sid predecessors (with the example of the towering figure of 'Abd 
al-Hamîd), were cited in contemporary and later literary anthologies 
and in didactic literature as examples of model prose, and their style 
imitated by their epigones of the later centuries. ^ 

* I am extremely grateful to Professor Geert van Gelder for kindly inviting me to 
Oxford and for the many comments, suggestions, and references he made and added to 
this paper. This paper was written with the support of a DAAD postdoctoral grant at the 
Oriental Institute, Oxford. 

' áayhMüsá, "Harakatal-ta'lïf, 481. 
^ Described in Hachmeier, "Die Entwicklung". 
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It is not astonishing, then, that discussions about the respective 
qualities and merits of poetry and prose soon ensued. Az-Zu'bî has 
compiled a list of references of this Rangstreit between poetry and 
prose, showing that it was practised almost continuously from the end 
of the 3'̂ /̂9̂ ^ century onwards throughout mediaeval times. ^ Three 
factors may have been responsible for the ongoing popularity of this 
debate. First, there was a certain predilection for the topos oítafdll in 
mediaeval Arabic literature - one only needs to look at the much-ad
mired and immensely influential al-Jáhiz and his numerous works in 
praise or blame of certain groups, professions, etc.; second, the debate 
about poetry and prose was a typical expression of the rivalry be
tween poets and the kuttab, the professional scribes, at the royal 
courts. (The kuttab, it should be added, held almost the monopoly in 
the field of ornate prose; other genres of ornate prose, such as 
maqâmàt and hutab (sermons) may be called marginal in terms of 
output when compared to the large body of insà\ the chancery docu
ments.) The third factor is the Greek influence on Arabic literary the
ory that is evident in al-Sijistànï's views about poetry and prose in the 
text; that needs some ftirther comment. 

Aristotle's Poetics was first translated into Arabic by Mattá b. 
Yùnus (d. 329/940) and subsequently treated in al-Fârâbï's (d. 
339/950) Ihsa' aU'ulüm as well as his Kitáb al-si'r. In al-Fárábí's 
works, the terms muhâkâh (imitation, the Greek iniirimc) and tahyil 
(which Heinrichs translated as Vorstellungsevokation) appear as be
ing central to poetry, and as its distinguishing feature. ^ It follows that 
these concepts were known in the middle of the 4*/10* century and 
treated in the philosophically-minded circles also frequented by 
al-Tawhîdï (d. 414/1023); the great philosopher al-Sijistânî (d. ca. 
375/985) builds his argument on the Aristotelian theory of linguistic 

^ Al-Zu'bï, Das Verhaltnis, chapter I.C. 150-153. The following references must be 
added: al-Mubarrad's Epistle on poetry and prose has been edited and annotated by 
Grunebaum; Arazi has edited and treated the Risàla of Abu Ishàq al-Sâbi' (see bibliogra
phy for both); Heinrichs has outlined Abu Hilál al-'Askarï's contribution to this debate 
{Arabische Dichtung, 99-105); many of the authors are also discussed in van Gelder, Be
yond the Line. 

"̂  On al-Fárábí's works on poetics, see Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung, 127-155. 
Al-Fárábí, amongst other things, says that muhâkâh and tahyil can both appear in several 
degrees: the mirror-image of a statue, for example, is two degrees away from reality. Fur
ther, he states that most people consider the imitation {muhâkâh) with the most distant 
thing better than the one with the nearest, i.e., the most obvious. 
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signs (below [i], [xv]). It is well possible that al-Sabi's (d. 384/994) 
idea of poetic «obscurity» as opposed to the clarity of prose ^ was in
spired by Aristotle, as maybe was al-Sijistânî's proposition to apply 
the lafz-ma '«a-divide to separate between poetry and prose (see [iii] 
below). In any case, the great contribution of the Poetics to Arabic lit
erary theory was that it offered a framework to distinguish between 
poetry or prose. This Aristotelian-influenced line of literary theory 
found, some centuries later, its most elaborate expression in the work 
of the ingenious Hazim al-Qartâjannî (d. 684/1285). ^ Mainstream 
Arabic literary theory, in contrast, used to treat both genres as equals 
under such headings as halaga (eloquence) or san 'at al-kalam: it ap
pears that al-Tawhïdî finally embraced this line of literary theory 
when he turned to Qudáma b. Ja'far at the end of the following text. 
Apart from the Poetics, there are several other philosophical refer
ences in al-Tawhïdî's text. 

The debate about the merits and virtues of poetry and prose fills 
the whole 25* night of the Kitâb al-imtá' wa-l-mu 'ànasa\ it was writ
ten at a time when Arabic ornate prose reached a first height at the 
hands of the great prosaists of the Buyid period, and when foreign 
texts and ideas were subsumed in Arabic-Islamic culture in what has 
been termed the «Renaissance of Islam» (A. Mez). Al-Tawhîdï him
self was a great stylist, well-aware of the literary and philosophical 
topics of his time, and, above all, highly critical. ^ Although some as
pects of the text have been discussed elsewhere, ^ following 
al-Tawhïdï is an enlightening and entertaining experience: the text is, 
after all, a work of adah about adah. 

^ See Arazi, "Une Épître"; az-Zu'bî, Das Verhàltnis, 89-101. 
^ Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung; Schoeler, Einige Grundpróbleme, both passim. 

For more and other Arabic authors that separated between poetry and prose, see al-Zu'bî, 
Das Verhaltnis, chapter I.C. 

^ Cf. his critical statements about the famous epistolographers of his time in night 4 
and 5 of his Kitàb al-imtà' (ÛÎQ passage on al-Sâbi' has been translated in Hachmeier, Die 
Briefe, 61-62). Later in the Kitàb al-imtà' (1/134), however, al-Tawhïdï admits that he is 
not too familiar with poetry and the poets, and shows himself reluctant to comment on 
poetry. - Al-Tawhïdï is also the author of a short treatise on "penmanship", a work very 
much in the tradition of the adab al-katib-litcratMiQ. (See Rosenthal, "Abu Haiyàn" for a 
translation of the treatise; Hachmeier, "Die Entwicklung", 141-152 on the adab 
al-kàtib-litemtmQ.) 

^ Notably in Kraemer, Philosophy, 154-59; al-Zu'bï, Das Verhaltnis, 147-196, esp. 
191-196. 
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I have inserted page numbers as they stand in my edition of the 
Kitâb al-imtâ \ Reference is made, above all, to relevant passages in 
al-Tawhïdî's al-Muqàbasàt and to his contemporaries or near-con
temporaries (esp. Miskawayh and al-Sábi'), in an attempt to present 
the text in its historical context. 

* * * 

25**̂  night 

[130] One night he [Ibn Sa'dan Ĵ - may God make his reign 
(dawla) lasting - said: I would like to hear something about the quali
ties (maràtib, lit. «ranks») of prose and poetry; what can they achieve, 
in what respect are they similar, which of them brings more benefit 
and gain, and which one is more of an art (sinà 'a) and worthier to be 
called excellent? 

[131] The reply was: Speech about speech is difficult. - He said: 
Why is that? - 1 said: It is possible to speak about matters (umür); this 
speech relies upon forms (suwar) and figures (askâl) of the matters, 
which may be divided into intelligible (ma 'qui) and sensible matters 
(ma yakünu bi-l-hiss). Here, you have ample scope and manifold 
ways. Speech about speech, on the other hand, revolves aroxmd itself 
and is intermingled with itself. For this reason, speech about grammar 
(nahw) and logic that resembles grammar is difficult, and likewise it 
is with prose and poetry. 

[i] The argument put forward here is based on Aristotle's theory 
of linguistic signs, according to which speech sounds or utterances 
(Greek (pcovti, Arabic lafz) - which may also be recorded in the form 
of writing - are symbols of the thought process that takes place in the 
soul; the thoughts themselves are images of the real concepts 
(ma 'ànî, Gr. 7cpá7|iata) (cf [xv]). The pair lafz-ma 'nà appears in a 
number of Arabic sciences; in this philosophical context first ap
peared in Isháq b. Hunayn's (d. 289/910-11) Arabic translation of the 
Hermeneutics, although there had been much earlier usages of the 
pair, with slightly different meanings, in Arabic grammar and philol-

^ For Ibn Sa'dan and his circle, where al-Tawhïdï recorded his Kitâb al-imtâ \ see 
Kraemer, Humanism, 191-206. 
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ogy. It remains unclear as to what extent the lafz-ma '«^-distinction in 
the latter contexts may be attributed to earlier Greek influences. The 
philosopher would maintain that the only function of speech (kaldm) 
was to represent and to make matters (umür) pondered on audible, 
and as speech (kaldm) in itself constitutes no matter, speech about 
speech must necessarily be a futile undertaking. ^̂  

[ii] I have translated nahw as «grammar», although it could also 
be taken to mean «syntax» here. The distinction between grammar 
and logic that al-Tawhîdï alludes to in the last sentence of this para
graph was subject to much controversy at the time. The logicians (and 
those were the ones with a philosophical education, those who repre
sented the Greek influence) would maintain that the subject of gram
mar were the speech sounds (alfàz), whereas logic had to do with in
telligible meanings (ma'ânî). Conspicuously, the lafz-ma'nâ 
distinction is a central point to this debate: grammar was the science 
of lafz, logic the science of ma 'nà. ̂  ̂  

[On the basis of this,] ^̂  people have made several statements 
about these two arts (poetry and prose). They have only digressed 
from good description, laudable fairness and an acceptable degree of 
rivalry when partisanship and contentiousness (mahk) were mixed 
with it. This happens because the one who possesses these two char
acteristics is not free from some feeling of self-importance 
(mukabara) and the wish to deceive (mugalata). ^^ In the proportion 
of this, a way will open for him in either clearly stating the argument 
as is [generally] desired, or in falling short of what is [generally] 
wished in reaching it. This is a harmful thing that happens in worldly 

'̂  Endress, Grammatik und Logik, 206-211, with fixrther references. 
' ' The debate and its background has been described in an excellent study by 

Endress (Grammatik und Logik), esp. 194-229. The distinction between grammar and 
logic along the above-mentioned lines appears first, in a systematical treatment, in the fa
mous debate between Abu Bisr Mattâ and Abu Sa'îd al-SMfí fi-om the year 938. Yahyâ 
b. 'Adi's treatise "About the difference between philosophical logic and Arabic gram
mar" follows the same line, as does al-Fàrâbî in his Ihsâ ' al- 'ulüm and Abu Sulaymàn 
al-Sijistânï. The debate between Abu Bisr Mattâ and al-Sîrâfî appears in the eighth night 
of al-Tawhïdï's Kitàb al-Imtà' wa-UMu'ànasa as well as his al-Muqâbasât; it has been 
translated and commented upon several times (Endress, Grammatik und Logik, 235-270; 
Abderrahmane, "Discussion"; Margoliouth, "The discussion"). 

'- It seems better to put the phrase wa- 'ala dâlika which, in the printed edition, has 
been attached to the preceding paragraph, at the beginning of this paragraph. The particle 
wa in the following wa-qad would then probably have to be elided. 

'̂  This is also the word for "sophistry". 
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and religious matters, and we cannot hope to eliminate it, because it 
emanates from different natures and bad customs. 

I, however, despite of that thorny and troublesome path, will ren
der what I have heard from the masters of this subject, and those who 
belong to that field of art. And if something occurs to me which is in 
the same vein, I will attach it here in order to complete the exposition, 
to exhaust the topic, to reach the utmost and to deal fully with it, even 
though one cannot hope to get to the end of it and will never reach it. 
God is the helper. 

[132] Our teacher (sayh) Abu Sulaymàn [al-Sijistànî] said: 
Speech in its first principles "̂̂  comes either as the result of spontane
ous extemporizing, of exerting one's reflection (rawiya), or of a mix
ture between the two which combines the strengths of both in greater 
or lesser proportion (?). The virtue of spontaneous extemporizing is 
that it [i.e., its speech] is purer, that of exerting one's reflection is that 
it[s speech] is more satisfactory, and the virtue of a mixture of the two 
is that it[s speech] is more perfect; the defect of spontaneous extem
porizing is that the form (sura) of intellect ( 'aql) in it[s speech] is less 
evident, the defect of exerting one's reflection is that the form of 
sense (hiss) in it[s speech] is less evident, and the defect of the mix
ture of the two is according to the share the two have in it, [i.e.,] what 
is stronger and weaker. However, if this mixture [of spontaneous and 
deliberate speech] is void of the faults of affectation (takalluj) and the 
disfigurements of crudeness (ta 'assuf), it is eloquent, pleasant, de-
lightfiil and sweet; the hearts embrace it, the ears grasp it, the conviv
ial gatherings exploit it, and speaker after speaker tries to compete in 
it. The rivalry for precedence that exists between those who are elo
quent in poetry and in prose, however, only pertains to that mixture 
[of spontaneous and deliberate speech] that may be called literary 
composition (ta lîf) and construction (rasf). It may also happen that 
the form of intellect is more evident in spontaneous speech, and that 
the form of sense is more apparent in deliberate speech - that, how
ever, belongs to the strange traces of the soul and the rare impacts of 

"̂̂  Cf. the definition of the "first principles" fi"om al-Fàràbï's Kitàb al-burhàn in 
Alón, al-Fârâbî's Philosophical Lexicon, 2/689: "The first [principles] without qualifica
tion are those which are totally indemonstrable, an the first [principle] syllogistically are 
those which being employed as first in a given discipline are secondary (lit. later) in an
other." 
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human nature; ^̂  here, we are turning around a pole that has been de
scribed earlier and whose fundaments stand firmly. 

[iii] The argument here must be read and understood in conjunc
tion with two passages from al-Tawhïdî's aUMuqâbasàt, nr. 6 (p. 
36-37), and nr. 60 (p. 137-38). In the sixth muqàbasa, the Mtó-phi-
losopher al-Qümisí, *̂  a contemporary of Yahyâ b. 'Adï, states that 
utterance {lafz) addresses the ear and thus the sense {hiss), whereas 
the meaning addresses the soul (nafs). «The utterances (alfâz) are the 
means [of communication] between the speaker and the listener, ~ the 
meanings (ma'àni) are the essences (jawàhir) of the soul», al-Qûmisï 
concludes. ^̂  Sense is subject to nature {tabVa), just as the soul and 
intellect belong together: hence there exists a parallelity between lafz 
- sense on the one hand, and ma 'nà ~ intellect on the other hand. Abu 
Sulaymán al-Sijistáni carries the argument fiuther in the sixtieth 
muqàbasa by establishing a link to poetry and prose: He says that po
etry is more indicative of nature {tabVd), as it is more complex {min 
hayyiz al-tarkïb), dina prose is more indicative of intellect ( 'aql), be
cause it is simple {min hayyiz al-basàta). And because man inclines 
to nature more than he does to intellect, he prefers poetry to prose. 
The intellect, now, judges speech solely according to the soundness 
of its ma 'ànî, as it is completely indifferent to the lafz. Nature, in con
trast, responds to expression {lafz) and concepts {ma 'àni) alike. The 
lafz, as said before, reaches nature by way of the sense; but nature's 
judgement also depends on the soul {nafs) and thus also on the mean
ing {ma 'nà). Al-Sijistânï, although he has just applied the lafz-ma 'nà 
pair to differentiate between poetry and prose, adds that there are al
ways some traces of prose in poetry and vice versa, thereby admitting 
that poetry cannot excel solely through its lafz, or prose through its 
ma 'nà. ̂ ^ Miskawayh, on the other hand, does not agree to distinguish 
poetry and prose along the lafz-ma '«a-lines (cf. [xi]). 

•̂  The paragraph up to this point has also been translated in Kraemer, Philosophy, 
149. 

'̂  I failed to identify him, although he appears more than once in aUMuqàbasàt, e.g. 
in the 6^^ muqàbasa where he (influenced by Plato's Republicl) gives a short statement 
about the roles of the ruler, the soldier, the scholar and the common people ( 'âmma) in 
the state. Here, he is called Abu Bakr al-Qûmisï, «a great philosopher who was attached 
to Yahyâ b. 'Adï for some time; he was a scribe to Nasr al-Dawla...». 

'̂  Compare this statement to the logic-grammar debate above! 
'̂  The relevant text from muqàbasa nr. 60 has been translated by Kraemer, Philoso

phy, 155. 
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[iv] Furthermore, the argument that literary speech, be it poetry or 
prose, alternates between spontaneous speech (the result of a sudden 
idea or intuition) and deliberate speech (resulting from careful formula
tion) is highly reminiscent of the distinction between the matbü'-and 
the masnü-poQt, the poet who is naturally gifted and the one who ex
cels through the artistic design {san 'a) of his work. ^̂  Remarkably, the 
above-mentioned al-Qùmisï (in muqâbasa nr. 6, see [iii]) alludes to the 
matbü'-and the masnü'-pOQt at the end of his philosophical argument: 
"This [the composition of good poetry] may happen to man by way of 
relying on his sound disposition, his good nature and his laudable 
choice, but he may fail to achieve this: then, he has to remedy this by 
good imitation of those who preceded him with these ma 'àni-' ^^ The 
distinction between matbû' - and the masnü' - poet appears to have 
been quite commonly known and applied at the time. 

[v] Kraemer {Philosophy, 148-50) mentions other places in 
al-Tawhîdï's work where the pair spontaneity (èai/z"Aa)-deliberation 
{rawîyd) appears: In the discussion of the merits of nations, e.g., the 
Arabs are described as spontaneous but lacking in deliberation. In ad
dition, there is an astounding parallel to this in the Arabic translation 
of Galen's Ilepi 'HGcov where it is stated that "[t]hese [virtuous or vi
cious] states [of human soul] are divided into two categories; first, 
there are those that occur to the soul after the exercise of thought, 
consideration and discrimination, - and, secondly, there are those that 
occur to the soul without the exercise of thought". '̂ 

[vi] Al-Tawhïdï asks Miskawayh in the latter's al-Hawâmil 
wa-l-sawàmil why it is harder to speak eloquently than to write elo
quently. Miskawayh replies that written speech is the result of careful 
reflection (the word rawîya appears here, too) and (re-)phrasing, 
whereas (spontaneous) speech, if its expression {lafz) and concept 
{ma 'no) do not agree, results in stammering and slurring of speech, 

'̂  The distinction between the matbû' —and the masnü'— poet was probably 
autochthonous to Arabic literary theory, but (under Aristotelian influence?) modified 
later by al-Fârâbï and al-Qartâjannï. See Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung, 52-55; 
Schoeler, Einige Grundpróbleme, 33-56. 

°̂ Al-Tawhîdî, Al-Muqâbasàt, nr. 6, p. 37. 
^̂  Mattock, "The Arabic Epitome", 239.1 am grateful to Fritz Zimmermann for this 

reference. It is highly probable that Miskawayh had this passage in mind when he re
ferred to Galen in his tahdîb al-ahlàq (page) 32: (line) 16. - Hilal b. Muhassin al-Sábi' 
(d. 448/1056), in his preface to his Gurar al-balàga, also plays with the pair (p. 80): 
'Ya-má zàla al-insàn hasan al-zann bi-badïhat nafsihi // wa-qalîl al-tawaqquf 'ala 
rawîyat fahsihf. 
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which are equally disliked. The (Aristotelian) intellect-sense dichot
omy, on which Abu Sulaymân rests his argument (see [iii]), does not 
appear here at all. ^̂  

I have heard Abu 'À'id al-Karhï Sálih b. 'Alî 3̂ saying: Prose is 
the trunk (asl) of speech, verse its branch; the trunk is nobler than the 
branch, and the branch is more imperfect (anqas) than the trunk. But 
each of the two has beautiful aspects (zâ'inât) and blemishes. As for 
the beautiful aspects of prose, they are evident, as [133] all people, in 
their first and original speech, turn to prose; they only undertake to 
[speak in] poetry in the second instance, either [prompted] by an acci
dental ( 'arid) motive, a cause that moves them, or a specific matter. 

He said: It is also a proof of its [prose's] eminence that the ancient 
and the recent books that came down from heaven on the tongues of 
the prophets with divine support are all, despite of their different lan
guages, in plain prose. They [i.e., the books] vary in their prosody 
(wazn), differ widely in their structures (bina') and dispositions 
(tasrij), 24 are not subjected to a certain metre and do not employ po
etic metres. This is a matter which cannot be refuted, or be opposed 
with anything that would nullify it. 

[vii] The same argument appears in al-Tawhîdï's al-Muqàbasàt 
(Nr. 65, p. 154). See also below [ix/2] where a connection between 
divine revelations and the «unity» of prose is established. - The state
ment that the Koran was in prose leads to the well-known problem of 
the inimitability (i'jàz) of the Koran and the question of whether the 
Koran should be treated like any other prose work in literary criti
cism. ^̂  

He said: It is also a sign of its [prose's] eminence that the unity 
(wahda) in it is more evident, and the trace of it (unity) is more con
spicuous. Affectation (takalluj) is further from it, and it stands nearer 

22 Miskawayh, Al-Hawâmil, 320 (nr. 126). 
2̂  I could not identify this person. The erratum (Kitàb al-imtâ \ appendix to vol. 2, p. 

26) emends 'Àbid to 'À'id. 
^^ Or, more specifically, "non-declensional" and "declensional endings". Cf. E.I.', I, 

721, entry ''bina''' (A. Schaade) for the meaning of the word in grammar; E.I.^, I, 360, 
entry 'Hasnf\ 360 (M. Morony) for the meaning of the latter. 

2̂  This problem has been described by Neuwirth, "Das islamische Dogma"; about 
the 10^^-century dispute whether the Koran was in saj ' (rh5mied prose), some examples in 
Hachmeier, "Die Entwicklung", 145-147. 
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to purity (safa'). Whenever unity prevails in a thing, it is always in
dicative of the beauty of that thing, its lasting value (baqâ% splen
dour and clarity. 

He said: It also belongs to the virtues of prose that such as it 
[prose] is divine (ilahi) in regard to the unity (wahda), it is natural in 
regard to the origin {tabVî bi-l-bad'ah). The origin in the natural 
things is a unity, such as the unity in divine things is an origin. - But 
this is serious speech. 

[viii] This is most certainly taken from metaphysics, and maybe 
ilâhî (divine) should have been translated as «metaphysical» here. 
Az-Zu'bï, who refers to an otherwise unspecified philosophical dic
tionary, remarks that «natural in regard to the origin» (tabí7 
bi-l-bad'ah) means «the nature of any being, as it comes to it from his 
origin». ^̂  

[ix/1] The use of the word wahda (unity) in this context is very 
interesting, but somewhat problematic; we have thus subdivided this 
note into three subsections. Van Gelder, in the discussion of this pas
sage, guesses that unity may refer «to the fact that poetry, in its 
graphical and phonetic realizations, is segmented more clearly than 
prose» or that (quoting Beeston) «[i]n poetic style - each element in a 
description has its own emotional impact independently of other ele
ments» - this comes close, if not matches with what Heinrichs, fol
lowing Kowalski, has called the «molecular structure» of Arabic po
etry. Similarly, al-Sabi' states that in poetry preference should be 
given to the concept/idea (ma 'no) of the single line, whereas prose is 
«unified speech (kalàm wáhid) only divided or broken up into longer 
segments». ^̂  Van Gelder rejects the idea that unity here might hint to 
a lack of an overall thematic unity in poetry. ^̂  

[ix/2] However, the word wahda appears two more times in a 
similar context in the muqàbasa nr. 65. Firstly, it appears in a short 
exchange between Abu Ishaq al-Sábi' and al-Sijistânî about poetry 
and prose: «I [al-Tawhïdï] said to him: Abu Ishaq al-Sabï [sic] has 
composed a treatise (risàla) on the merits (JÎ tafdîl) of poetry and 
prose[, or not]? - He said: Some days ago he asked me about that, and 

^̂  In the translation and explanation of this obscure paragraph, I have relied on 
al-Zu'bï, Das Verhaltnis, 195. 

27 Arazi, "Une Épître", 499-500 (Arabic text); al-Zu'bî, Das Verhaltnis, 91-92. 
2̂  Van Gelder, Beyond the Line, 89-90; Heinrichs, Arabische Dichtung, 20-32. 
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I said: Prose is nobler in regard of its essence, poetry in its accident. 
He said: How is that? I said: This is because there is greater unity 
(wahda) in prose, prose is nearer to unity. The rank of poetry is below 
that of prose, because the unit (? al-wahid) comes first, and the fol
lowing (p. al-tàbi\ maybe: the things "derived" fi"om the unit) sec
ond». ^̂  Shortly afterwards al-Sijistânï mentions that the divine reve
lations were sent down in prose, and that even the prophets were 
dominated by «that unity (tilka al-wahdd)». °̂ (See also [vii].) 

[ix/3] It follows that the term wahda as used by al-Tawhïdï here 
and in al-Muqâbasàt goes far beyond the mere literary dimension, 
even extending into the metaphysical ([viii]). Unity is prose, the ori
gin, thus the creator and the first, primaeval creation. Unity even ap
plies to man: Whereas any prophet may be characterized by «unity» 
of character, it follows that the ordinary human is less united and thus 
more attracted to poetry! This is indeed al-Sijistânî's argument in the 
muqabasa nr. 65: «I [al-Tawhïdï] said to him [al-Sijistànï]: Why does 
prose not enrapture {airaba) us as does poetry? - He said: This is be
cause we are concatenated {muntazimün), and what conforms with us 
delights us. The form of the unit in us is feeble, its relation to us re
mote; hence when poetry is recited most people reel in ecstasy; 
though delight, relaxation, intoxication, and ecstasy may also occur in 
response to a passage of prose». ̂ ' 

He said: Do you not see that man, in his first state, fi-om his child
hood onwards and then for a longer time, does only speak in prose that is 
scattered, in easy and repetitive speech, and that he is only inspired with 
such [speech] and that only such speech is given to him? This is not the 
case with verse, because it is artificial. Do you not see that it is locked in
side the confines of poetic metre, the prison of prosody, and the shackles 
of composition {ta lîf)l It is always on its guard against breaking apart 

^̂  Al-Tawhïdï, al-Muqâbasât, nr. 65, p. 153. See also Kraemer, Philosophy, 156. 
The treatise of al-Sàbi' is of course the one edited and commented upon by Arazi, "Une 
Épître"; see also al-Zu'bï, Das Verhaltnis, 89-101. Arazi has taken the text from a ms. of 
the Tadkirat al-Hamdüníya (which has been completely edited in the meantime (1996) 
by Ihsan and Abu Bakx 'Abbas); the risala also appears in at least five manuscripts with 
parts of al-Sàbi"s letter-collection, so that its authorship cannot be put into question 
(Hachmeier, Die Briefe, 246, 266 (letter nr. 268)). - The argument presented above does 
not appear in al-Sábi"s risala. 

°̂ Al-Tawhïdï, al-Muqâbasât, nr. 65, p. 154. See also Kraemer, Philosophy, 156. 
^̂  Al-Tawhïdï, al-Muqâbasât, nr. 65, p. 153. I am relying heavily on Kraemer's 

translation of this passage {Philosophy, 156). 
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and the possibility of all kinds of zihâf ^^ because damage enters it from 
all sides once it has been degraded and has tumbled down from that high 
hill. 

[134] He said: If someone says: In poetry, [literary] taste 
(dawq) 33 precedes [and thus determines] the [choice of the] poetic 
metre, and taste is inborn, the response would be: Taste, even if it is 
inborn, is still the master of thought, and thought is the key to human 
arts. Equally, inspiration employs thought, and inspiration is the key 
to divine [metaphysical?] things. 

He said: What makes prose also excellent is that it is free from af
fectation (takalluf) and from constraints; it can dispense with apology 
and begging (al-i 'tidár wa-l-iftiqâr), 4̂ inversions, ellipsis and repeti
tion, and all the other things that have been written down in the books 
of rhyme and metre of those authors who have given full and exhaus
tive account. 

'Isa the vizier 5̂ said: Prose comes from the direction of intellect 
( 'aql), poetry from the sense Qiiss), And because poetry belongs to 
the domain of sense, defects enter it and constraints come to dominate 
it. And in order to avoid the intolerable, the fimdament {asl) - prose -
is needed. 

Ibn Tarrâra, 6̂ who is one of the eloquent of the age in Iraq, said: 
Prose is like a noble free-bom lady, and poetry like a slave-girl. The 

^̂  Zihqf is a term from Arabic metrical theory ( 'ariid) and denotes the deviation from 
the standard foot, either by reducing a long syllable to a short one, or two short syllables 
to one. Arabic metrical theory distinguishes between zihàfXhdX is good Qiasan), accept
able {sâlih) or bad {qabih). See E.I.^, XI, 508, ''zihâf (W. Stoetzer). 

^̂  Cf. Ibn Tabátabá, lyàr al-si 'r, 3-4, where dawq is listed as one of the prerequi
sites for composing good poetry (Schoeler, Einige Grundpróbleme, 38-39). 

^^ This must refer to certain genres/subgenres of poetry. Although i 'tidàr-poetry is 
quite frequent, I could not find iftiqàr as a classification for poems in Schoeler's "Die 
Einteilung" or anywhere else. Van Gelder suggested that iftiqàr could refer in general to 
the "begging" character of virtually all madfh poetry. 

^̂  This is probably 'Isa b. 'All b. 'Isa b. [Dâwûd] al-Jarráh al-Wazîr Abu al-Qásim 
(302/915-391/1001), son of the "Good Vizier" 'All b. 'Isa (E.L^, I, 386-88, sub "'All b. 
'Isa" (H. Bowen); Kraemer, Humanism, 134). 

^̂  Ibn Jarrara can be identified as the judge al-Mu'afa b. Zakanyâ' (d. 999) 
(Dietrich, "Das Kitáb al-galîs wa- 'l-anfs des Mu'àfa"; Kraemer, Humanism, 64 note 104, 
170 note 170). The Kitáb aUjalîs wa- 'l-anîs that Dietrich mentions has been edited with a 
slightly different title (Al-Mu'áfa b. Zakarïyà', Al-jalis al-salih al-kdfiwa-I-ams al-nâsih 
al-sàfi, Muhammad Mursî al-Hûlî (éd.), 3 vols., Beirut 1403/1983). As far as I could see, 
the Kitàb al-jalîs does not contain anything about the present debate, i.e. the merits of po
etry and prose. 
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slave-girl may have a very pretty face, a very soft character and move 
in the most enticing way; however, the distinction of the status of a 
free-born lady with her noble descent, her personal freedom and the 
grace of her modesty cannot be ascribed to her. 

He said: God sublime said in a revelation in distinction of prose: 
{when thou seest them, thou supposest them scattered pearls (lu lu 'an 
mantüran)}; ^̂  He did not say: pearls on a string (lu lu 'an manzüman)\ 
And the stars of the sky are scattered (muntatir), even if their scatter
ing could be in an order - however, «order» (nizdm) of them (stars) 
falls into the reahn of intellect, and «scattering» (intitâr) into the 
realm of the sense [...]. ^̂  

[x] hi the last paragraph, Ibn Jarrara plays with the roots of natr 
(prose) and nazm (poetry) in a humorous attempt to establish the su
periority of prose over poetry. The quotation from the Koran comes 
from a description of paradise, a setting which could not have been 
more ideal to prove the superiority of prose. 

[135] Ahmad b. Muhammad, ^̂  secretary of Rukn al-Dawla, 
said: Prose speech closely resembles ornamental work on cloth 
(wasy), poetry the imprinted lines on the hem of a dress; and the orna
mental work delights in a way the other does not. 

[xi] In al-Hawâmil wa-l-sawâmil, Miskawayh - who can most 
certainly be identified as the Ahmad b. Muhammad mentioned here -
is asked by al-Tawhïdï about the difference between poetry and 
prose. Miskawayh replies that poetry and prose belong to the genus of 
speech (kalàm), but that poetry is distinguished from prose by its 
metre. ̂ ^ (See also [vi] about Miskawayh as a literary critic.) 

3̂  Koran 76:19. 
^̂  The next line in the printed text (p. 134, last line) does not make sense in this con

text and may have slipped into the text erroneously. Oddly, the line is put into inverted 
commas in the edition. 

^̂  This is most probably the famous philosopher and historian Miskawayh. See also 
the notes following this paragraph. 

"^^ Miskawayh, al-Hawámil wa-1-sawâmil, 308-310. A partly translation is given by 
al-Zu'bï, Das Verhaltnis, 48; Darabseh, Die Kritik der Prosa, 87. See also Kraemer, Phi
losophy, 155. 
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[xii] There might be a pun implied above, as natra has the (rare) 
meaning of a «comfortable, pleasant garment» {al-dir' al-salisa 
al-malbas). "̂̂  

And it is said: We were at the scattering (nitár) [of fruits, money 
etc. on festive occasions] of so-and-so, whereas people don't say: We 
were at the nizam of so-and-so. 

[xiii] After a string of quite serious arguments in favour of prose, 
al-Tawhîdï has inserted some humorous ones. This mixture of «ear
nest and jest», the well-known topos of jidd wa-hazl in classical 
Arabic literature, has been skilñiUy practised by famous authors as 
al-Jahiz. ^̂  

And Ibn Hindu the secretary "̂^ said: When you look at prose and 
poetry in all forais and ways they appear, and regard their early and 
successive forms, you will conceive that there is a certain element of 
prose in poetry and vice versa. But for this confusion with each other, 
they would neither agree, nor would they differ in essence. 

And Ibn Ka'b al-Ansârî "^ said: It is a sign of the eminence of 
prose that the Prophet - peace and blessing be upon him - used only it 
[prose] when he was commanding and forbidding, inquiring and ad
vising, guiding and warning, angry and pleased. He was denied the art 
of versification only because it is inferior in rank to prose, and he was 
raised above it [poetry] solely because it [poetry] contains defects. If 
both were of equal standing, he would have spoken in both. Since 
they differ, the nobler of them was specified for him, the one which 
was more suitable for all kinds of situations, and the one that that 
brought about more usefiil things that may have been sought for. 

This is only some of the great bulk of what allows an insight to the 
seeker in this affair, and to the one who intends to speak about it to 
anyone. 

"*' Ibn Manzür, Lisân al- 'arab, Beirut n.d., vol. 3, 578 (3^^ column). 
'̂ ^ Cf. the excellent article by van Gelder, "Mixtures of Jest and Earnest", with a long 

treatment of al-Jahiz. 
'̂ ^ This is Ibn Hindu, Abu al-Faraj 'AH b. al-Husa}^! al-Kàtib, author of numerous 

works, and also a good poet (E.I.^, entry "Ibn Hindu", HI, 800; Kraemer, Philosophy, 118 
note 128, 126 note 143). 

^ Abu al-Hasan b. Ka'b al-Ansan, a courtier in Baghdad in the latter half of the 
4th/jQth century, took part in a number of convocations and discussions (see indices in 
Kraemer, Humanism, and Kraemer, Philosophy). 
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Now, as to what gives preference to poetry over prose: There are 
things which we have heard from savants - the sky of their knowl
edge is fall of rain, the see of their erudition is fall of clashing waves, 
the meadow of their excellence is blooming, the sun of their wisdom 
is shining brightly, and the fire of their eloquence is burning ablaze -, 
and I shall quote them [things] as they come to me, attributing them to 
their authors and give them due credit, so that their rightfal claim is 
maintained, and their mention over the time ensured (lit. kept fresh). 

Al-Salámí "^^ said: It belongs to the virtues of poetry that it has be
come an art in its own right, that [136] people talk about rhyme, dis
cuss at great length its morphology (tasáríf) and its poetical metres 
{a 'arid), and engage in its standard metrical patterns (buMr); they ex
plore both the marvels ('ajâ'ib) of the traces of noble nature and the 
evidence of truthfal power (al-qudra al-sádiqa) stored in it. This does 
not apply to prose; it [prose] does not reach that lofty peak and that 
high summit, and so it has become an everyday pastime (lit. a daily 
garment, bidld) for all speakers alike, for the elite and the masses, for 
women and children. 

He also said: It also belongs to the virtues of poetry that it is not 
sung and not practised unless it is of high quality, and nothing but it 
(poetry) qualifies for the sound of the mandoline and provides proper 
rhythm. This is because the sounds of the plucked instruments and the 
drumbeats, the sounds and pauses [of music] only fit together when 
poetry and poetic metre faUy comply with it. If that were to be done 
with prose, it would be defective. Similarly, if that were not to be 
done with poetry, we would sense it! Singing is known to be a noble 
thing: it has a wonderfal influence and a mighty power, and is clearly 
beneficial in that it jests with {mu 'abata) ^^ the spirit, whispers to in
tellect, stimulates the soul, brings rapture (tarab) and drives away 
sorrow; it excites and strengthens, it calls up former times, brings 
help and consolation (salwa); and it does other, uncountable things. 

[xiv] The connection between music and poetry was well-estab-
Ushed from the earliest Islamic times onwards. It should be noted that 

"^^ This is probably Abu al-Hasan Muhammad b. 'Abd Allah al-Salàmï 
(336/948-393/1003), a poet living in Persia and Iraq, whose diwân has survived: Sezgin, 
GAS, 2/594; entry in Meisami/Starkey, Encyclopedia, vol. 2, 545 (van Gelder). 

"̂^ Mu 'abata is correct for mu 'àyana (emendations on page ta ' in the additions to vol. 
m of XhQ Kitàb al-imta'). 
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Arabic-Islamic music at that time was influenced by Greek transla
tions from Aristotle, Aristoxenos, Euclides and others. '*'' 

And one says: How beautifiil would this letter have been, if it had 
contained a line of poetry! On the contrary, people do not say: How 
beautiful would that piece of poetry have been, if some prose had 
been included. This is because you remember poetry, but you do not 
remember prose (lit.: the form (sura) of poetry is remembered, the 
form of prose lost). 

Ibn Nubáta ^̂  said: It is one of the merits of poetry that «textual evi
dence» (sawdhid) "^^ is only in poetry, and proofs are only taken from it 
[poetry]. By this I mean that rehgious scholars, judges, jurists, gram
marians and lexicographers state: «the poet says», and «this appears of
ten in poetry», and «this has been quoted in poetry»; accordingly, the 
poet is the one who gives proof (hujja% and poetry itself is the proof 

Al-Háh' 50 said: Poets have contests {halba, lit. horserace), whereas 
those eloquent [in prose] have not. When you trace the prizes [137] 
that the poets have received from the caliphs crown-princes, emirs 
and govemours in their recorded sessions (maqâmât), their sumptu
ous convivial gatherings and their famous clubs, you find that it [the 
prizes] steps out of its limits and are impossible to value. But when 
you pursue this with the practitioners of prose you will not find any of 
that. Likewise people say: How perfect would this literary person be, 
if only he made some verse! They do not say: What an excellent poet 
would he be, if only he mastered prose! This is because the poet can 
dispense with the prose writer, but the prose writer is in need of the 

'̂ ^ Farmer, A History of Arabic Music, esp. 150-53; Hickmann/Stauder, 
Orientalische Musik, 109 ff. 

^^ Probably the poet 'Abd al-'Azïz b. Muhammad b. Nubáta al-Sa'dï, who lived in 
Iraq, Syria and Persia from 327/939-405/1015 (Sezgin, GAS, 2/594-95; also al-Tawhïdï, 
Kitàb al4mtá', 1/136-37). - He could also be identified as the famous Syrian orator and 
preacher Ibn Nubáta al-Hatîb (d. 984-5) whose sermons in which he mainly exhorted to 
holy war against the Byzantines, were immensely popular. Cf. his entry in 
Meisami/Starkey, Encyclopedia, vol. 1, 357 by J.S. Meisami. 

^"^ On what lines of poetry qualify as sawdhid, see Lane, Lexicon, 1611 entry 
"sáhid", where, in contrast to the above argument, it is stated that passages fi-om early 
Arabic prose and the Koran may also be taken as sawdhid. 

°̂ This is possibly the Baghdad poet Abu 'All al-Hasan b. 'All al-Háli' (al-Ja'alibi, 
Yatimat al-dahr, 3/107; also al-Tawhîdï, Kitdb al-imtd', 1/136). - Also, he could be 
al-Husayn b. Abi Ja'far b. Muhammad al-Háli' al-Ráñqí, a grammarian and poet who 
nourished in the second half of the 4̂ V 10*^century (al-Safadï, Al-Wdfi, 12/345). 
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poet. People have declared Abu 'AH al-Basïr^^ superior to Abu 
al-'Ayna', ^̂  because Abu 'AH combined both virtues, fought with the 
two swords on the two battlefields, and had a major impact (lit. he 
won the seventh, winning arrow in the maysir game) in both fields. 

Al-Ansârî ^̂  told us: I heard Ibn Tawâba ^^ the secretary saying: If 
we examined [the earnings of] writers of prose, those eloquent 
epistolographers, and those orators ^̂  who defend their dynasty and 
speak of the different events and incidents occuring there night and 
day, about how what is rent could be patched up, and what is patched 
up could be rent, how what is corrupt should be set right, how what is 
scattered could be collected, how what is far could be drawn near and 
what is near removed, how true things could be affirmed and invalid 
ones nullified ^̂  - then this is certainly superior to the income of all 
the poets, of all who talk in verse and are devoted to it, who beg for 
mercy, stand in the position of the accused and leave as if having been 
denied a thing. How could he who prides himself on his poetry, 
boasts of it, and vies in extemporizing [poetry] be compared with the 
caliphal vizier, the head of chancery, or the one standing in direct 

^̂  Abu 'AH al-Fadl b. Ja'far b. al-Fadl al-Anbarï al-Nahà'ï al-Basïr al-Darïr, a blind 
poet and kàtib, died in'Samarra after 252/866 (Sezgin, G^̂ ", ii, 536; entry in E.I.^, 1,1082 
by W. Fuck). 

^̂  Abu al-'Ayna', Muhammad b. al-Qâsim b. Hallad al-Hàsimî, a literary man of 
Iraq who died around 283/896 (Sezgin, GAS, II, 5l9-20; entry in E.I.^, I, 108 by C. 
Brockelmann). 

^̂  This is the afore-mentioned Abu Ka'b al-Ansârï. 
^^ The E.I.^ (entry "Ibn Tawâba" by S. Boustany, vol. Ill, 955-6) mentions several 

members of the Tawâba clan who worked as kuttâb at the Abbasid court in the 3'̂ /̂9*'̂  and 
4*/10* centuries. Al-Zu'bï, Das Verhaltnis, 150 (footnote 2) identifies the Ibn Tawâba 
mentioned here as Abu al-'Abbas Ahmad b. Muhammad, author of a Risâla fî-l-kitâba 
wa-l-hatt, who died in 273/886. However, as the Ibn Tawâba mentioned in the text seems 
to have been a contemporary of Abu Ka'b al-Ansârî, he is more likely to be Abu ' Abd 
Allah Ahmad, the predecessor of Abu Ishâq Ibrahim al-Sâbi' at the head of the joint 
caliphal-Buyid chancery (dïwân al-rasà'il) in Baghdad. This Ibn Tawâba died in 349/960 
(see, in addition to the references in E.I.^: Yâqût, Irsâd al-aríb, vol. i, 327; Ibn al-Atîr, 
al-Kàmil, sub anno 349; Ibn Hallikân, Wafayàt al-ayàn, Bd. I, 52). 

^̂  fj[utabá\ literally "preachers" or "orators", here clearly refers to the writers of dip
lomatic missives which were normally delivered orally (Hachmeier, "Private letters, offi
cial correspondence", 144-151). These rasa'il constitute the bulk of literary prose litera
ture of the time, whilst other genres of ornate prose such as "letters between friends" 
(ihwânîyât), the maqàmàt or sermons (hutab) were much less significant in terms of out
put. 

^̂  The expressions used here, sounding slightly odd in the English, are standard 
phrases of early Arabic /«ia'-literature and refer to the daily political dealings. 
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contact with his master and the one listening directly to him? When 
was there ever need for poets as there is need for viziers? When did a 
vizier stand up to a poet for some service or honouring? And when 
would a poet sit opposite to a vizier [138] in the hope [of a reward]? ^̂  
No, you only see the poet standing in front of a caliph, a vizier, or an 
emir, with an outstretched and extended hand, in an attempt to win fa
vour and to gain compassion. To this can be added: submissiveness 
and degradation, the fear of failure and exclusion [from the reward], 
and the risk of being asked about a certain expression (lafz), an issue 
of i'râb (desinential inflection), a metaphor or an allusion (kinâya). 
Then he might be loathed and disgraced by what is thought to be lam
pooning (hija') which may even bring him close to death. But God, 
sublime is he, by his primeval beneficence and his immense grace, 
has spared the eloquent prose writer from all this, and has exempted 
him from the burden of being impaired or harmed by it. 

He said: When Ibn Tawaba wandered around in these fields, his 
summit could not be reached, it was impossible to overtake him (lit.: 
his dust could not be cleaved), nor could anyone hope to reñite him. 

He said: He [Ibn Tawaba] held long debates about this subject 
with a group of his contemporaries who contradicted and opposed 
him, who spoke to him openly and confronted him. He held his 
ground against them, took his due revenge, and exceeded them; and 
he did not abandon combatting and fighting them until they had 
turned on their heels, and had reverted to what was better for them. 

Abu Sulaymán [al-Sijistânî] said: The intelligible meanings 
(ma 'dni) lie plainly in the middle of the soul. Nothing hovers around 
them before thought [touches it], and when thought meets it in the 
form of a strong mind and a subtle understanding, it [thought] trans
forms that [meaning] into an expression (Hbàral). Expression, then, 
consists either of a metre (wazn) that belongs to poetry, or of a metre 
belonging to the [prose] speech. ^̂  All this goes back to a truthful or 
false attribution (nisbal), [139] a beautiful or repulsive form, an ac-

^̂  The passage refers to the usual practice of the (eulogizing) poet standing before 
the seated patron while reciting his poem. The extravagant poet al-Mutanabbï claimed for 
himself the prerogative to sit while reciting his panegyrics to the Hamdanid Sayf 
al-Dawla, which caused him much envy and grudge (Hamori, "Al-Mutanabbf', 300). 

^̂  Cf. E.I.^, vol. XI, 200, entry "wazn" (W. Stoetzer): «Whereas wazn may refer to 
any metrical pattern that arises in practice, Arabic theory also recognises fifteen or six
teen ideal patterns called buMr, sing, bahr ...». 
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ceptable or rejected (mamjüj) form, a sweet or bitter taste, a smooth or 
stony path, a preferred or rejected extemporizing, a convincing or un
convincing argumentation, a shining or dark proof, a distant or near 
topic (mutanâwal), and familiar or unfamiliar speech. 

[xv] Al-Sijistànï here presents the Aristotelian theory of linguis
tic signs in its original and unadulterated form. Conspicuously, 
al-Sijistânï uses the term Ibara (expression) where one would have 
expected the use of lafz. It seems that al-Sijistânî wants to avoid a 
overlapping of lafz in its philosophical and philological sense. In phi
losophy, lafz is the «expression» of the act of thinking that takes place 
in the soul, whereas in philology, and especially in Arabic literary 
theory, lafz is the way a «concept» (ma'no) is expressed. 
Al-Sijistânï's argument, now, runs as follows: The expression of a 
thought ( Ibâra, or lafz in the philosophical context) can be either in 
poetry or prose - poetry and prose, however, are different kinds of 
alfaz in the philological sense. By substituting 'ibâra for the «philo
sophical» lafz, the homonymy of the word lafz is avoided, (cf [i].) 

He said: And when the matter has come to this state as we have 
described it, then prose has its undeniable virtue, and poetry its emi
nence that cannot be negated or concealed. This is because the virtues 
of prose are equivalent to those of poetry, and the shortcomings or po
etry equivalent to those of prose. Both inevitably demand soundness 
and accuracy, both must avoid what is abstruse and requires further 
explanation and refinement. 

One of the bedouin Arabs once said: The best speech is that which 
requires no further speech. ^̂  

A bedouin Arab once attended the session of al-Ahfas ^̂  and lis
tened to the speech of the people assembled there about syntax (or: 
grammar? arab. nahw) and related topics, and became confused and 
amazed, bowed his head and started to whisper. So al-Ahfas said to 
him: What is it that you hear, bedouin brother? He replied: I see you 
speaking in our speech about our speech with what is not our 
speech! 

^̂  Also translated in Kraemer, Philosophy, 157. 
^̂  This is probably the "middle" al-Ahfas (al-Ahfas al-Awsat, Abu al-Hasan Sa'id b. 

Mas'ada) who died between 210-221/825-835, because he is in other sources associated 
with the line of poetry that follows (see next footnote and footnote 63!). 
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Another bedouin said: 
Their dispute about grammar makes me feel a stranger // until [or: 

to the point that] I heard the speech of the Zanj and the Byzantines. ^̂  
Abu Sulayman said: The grammar of the Arabs is innate (fttra), 

and our grammar is [based upon] intelligence (fitna). If there were a 
way to perfection, we would have their innate [knowledge] along 
with our intelligence, or they would have our intelligence along with 
their innate [knowledge]. ^̂  

And he said: When things are distinct in their fundamental as
pects, they might share some similarities in their secondary aspects; 
and when things differ in their nature, they might share some similari
ties in their arts (sind'a). And [140] since/because things united be
come split and things split united, God's power - great and mighty is 
He - has come to prevail over every thing, His wisdom is present in 
every thing, and His will penetrates every thing. 

[xvi] hi an argument that could have been taken from mystical 
literature, al-Sijistání states that God's omnipotence is the force that 
holds all things together, however different they are. 

One bedouin once recited [poetry] that must be cited in this place, be
cause it corresponds to what we have been mentioning and describing: ^̂  

What did I encounter from those «Arabists» (mustd'nbün) and 
their efforts to establish this syntax of theirs, which they invented? 

Whenever I recite a line of verse (qâfîya) that contains a meaning 
(ma 'no) that differs from what they measure and have put down. 

They say: This is a solecism, this letter must be put in the genitive, 
that needs afatha, and this must not be in the nominative. 

And they set ' Abd Allah against Zayd and expound on this, while 
long and painfixl beating (darb) took place. ^"^ 

^^ This line of poetry is attributed to a certain Mu'ád b. Muslim al-Harra' Abu Mus
lim (d. 187/802 or 190/805), teacher of the Umayyad caliph 'Abd al-Malik b. Marwan. It 
appears in: Marzubání, Nür al-Qabas, 58; al-Zubaydï, Tabaqât al-nahwïyîn, 136; 
al-Suyûtï, Bugyat al-wu'àh, 293; al-Qiftî, Inbâh al-ruwâh, 3/292, 4/163. 

^̂  This paragraph has been translated by Kraemer, Philosophy, 150. 
^̂  This poem was recited by a bedouin called 'Ammár, or, according to another 

source, 'Amr al-Kalbî in the presence of the "middle" al-Ahfas (Ibn al-Jinnî, al-Hasâ'is, 
1/239-40; Yâqût, Irsâd al-arîb; al-Qiftï, Inbàh al-ruwâh, 2/42-43). 

^^ Constructions with the verb duraba (he beat) belong to the standard exemplary 
phrases in any book of Arabic grammar up to the present time. While the agents in gram
mar books are usually Zayd and 'Amr ("Zayd beat 'Amr"), 'Abd Allah and Zayd have 
been chosen here probably to fit the metre. 
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I have grown up in a land where the fire of the Zoroastrians did 
not bum, nor were churches erected there. 

Nor did the ape and the pig wander in its courtyard, but the ostrich 
(hayq), the wolf and the sturdy camel (sada % ^̂  

Not all my speech is known to you: take, what you know, but what 
you do not know, leave it! 

How much difference is there between those who contrive their 
diction, and others, to whom it comes naturally. 

And between people who see a thing with their eye, and others 
who recite some of what they have heard. 

But so much for that. 
Abu Sulaymán said: Many kinds of rhetoric (balâga) exist: the 

rhetoric of poetry, the rhetoric of oration (hatâba) [141] the rhetoric 
of prose, the rhetoric of proverbs (or: parables? arab. matal), the rhet
oric of intellect (or: scientific discourse? Arab, 'aql), the rhetoric of 
extemporizing (badiha), and the rhetoric of exegesis (of sacred texts, 
dreams etc.; arab. ta'wîï). 

He said: As for the rhetoric of poetry: the grammar [of poetry] 
should be easily understandable (maqbül), the meaning (ma 'no) plain 
in every respect, the wording Qafz) should be fi*ee of strange words, 
allusions (kinâya) should be subtle, plain speech (tasrih) should be a 
proof [of excellency?], the words should be brotherly together 
(wa4-mu 'allât mawjüda), ^^ and the tone should be friendly. 

As for the rhetoric of oratory: the expression (lafz) should not be 
far-fetched, clear allusion {isard) should dominate, the text should be 
held in saj ' (rhymed prose), imagination {wahm) should be swimming 
in its the parallel pairs {ad'qf) of it [?], its segments should be short, 
its riding animals should be wandering camels {sawârid al-ibl). ^^ 

As for the rhetoric of prose: its expression {lafz) should be readily 
understood {mutanàwal), its meaning {ma 'no) well-known, its text re
fined, the composition {ta 'llf) should be simple, the intent {murad) 

^^ Maybe there is a reference to Koran 5:60 (and 2:65; 7:166), where it is stated that 
some Jews were turned into apes and some others (Christians ?) into pigs. 

^̂  The reference to brotherliness {mu 'ajiah) may allude to the coherence of the lines 
of a poem. Van Gelder (Beyond the Line, 26-27) cites the following anecdote that appears 
in several sources: "'Umar Ibn Laja' said to a certain poet: 'I am a better poet than you'. 
'And why is that?" 'Because I put a verse next to its brother, and you put a verse next to 
its cousin'". 

^̂  Cf. qâfiya sarûd, a "rh5mae/verse current through the countries". 
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should be sound, it should be shining brightly and of gentle appear
ance, its blades should be polished, analogies (parables, or examples? 
arab. amtàl) should be easy to grasp, the «necks» (al-hawádí) should 
be connected, and the «hind quarters» (al-a'jâz) set apart [?]. ^̂  

As for the rhetoric of proverbs (parables?): its expression (lafz) 
should sound as if spontaneous, ellipsis should be bearable, the form 
(sura) should be memorable, the aim should be delicate, hinting 
should not be too explicit, [direct] allusion sufficient, and the mode of 
expression ( Hbâra) should be current. 

As for the rhetoric of intellect (scientific discourse?): the sense 
(mafhüm) of the speech should reach the soul before the speech itself 
reaches the ear, and the benefit fi"om the way of [grasping] the mean
ing (ma 'no) should be greater than the one [originating] fi*om the em
bellishment fl42| of the expression (lafz) and the rhyming of letters, 
simple style (basàta) should prevail over artistic style (tarkîb), the 
purport (maqsüd) should be noticeable and be as plain as daylight, 
and the goal (marma) should be obtained by the imagination (wahm) 
as a result of sound arrangement [of arguments]. 

As for the rhetoric of extemporizing: the supplanting of one ex
pression (lafz) by another should be proportional to the supplanting of 
a meaning (ma *nâ) by another. In this case, the listener is struck by 
marvel, because he, with his understanding, rushes on to what he had 
not thought to obtain, just like somebody who stumbles over his de
sired goal, inadvertent that he had reason to wish for it. Extempo
rizing is a divine power within human nature, just as deliberation 
(rawlya) is a human form (sura) within the sphere of the divine. 

As for the rhetoric of exegesis (ta 'wlï): Due to its obscure charac
ter, it needs carefiil treatment and examination, as through these many 
different and usefiil sides of the speech heard are revealed, and by this 
rhetoric you expand into the secret meanings of the worldly and spiri
tual things. This is the kind of rhetoric that the religious scholars 
reach by «extraction» (istinbàt) from the speech of God - high and 
exalted is He - and the speech of His Prophet - God bless him and 
grant him salvation -- about the forbidden and the allowed, about what 

^̂  Cf. van Gelder {Beyond the Line, 91) who refers to other usages of the pair hawàdî 
- a'Jâz in the poetic context, also quoting Ibn Tabátabá who said that the "necks and 
hind-quarters" of a qasîda should be made to resemble each other. On the other hand, 
al-Tawhîdï here states that the "hind-quarters" of prose should be different. 
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is prohibited and what not, what is right and wrong, and many other 
things like that. They contend with each other, dispute and hold rival 
opinions about that [interpretation], they also take it fi"om dictation 
with which they occupy themselves. However, that kind of rhetoric 
has been lost because the spirit (mh) has vanished completely, the 
«extraction» (istinbât) has fallen into disuse, first and last. Only the 
wandering of the soul and the of pressing of thought are still [prac
tised] in their [original] manner at the very bottom of this [rhetorical] 
art [143] - and here it is that the benefits abound, marvels appear in 
great numbers, ideas come to fertilize one another {talàqaha), and 
high ambitions follow close on one another (talahaqa). And for that 
[to happen], support is sought from the strong sides (quwa) of the 
afore-mentioned rhetoric arts and their respective qualities; so that 
they may be a support and a help in the unearthing of the hidden 
meaning and the elucidation of an intention stored away. 

Examples for these [different] kinds [of eloquent speech] can be 
found in the books, but for this, I would provide examples and form 
model patterns. But if I did that, I would only repeat what has been 
done before, and would elaborate on something that has been trans
mitted in earlier times. However, our abstinence from this has taken 
from us and from others the burden of delving into it, of devoting at
tention to and investigating into it, and [the burden] of giving this 
matter preference over what is more important, namely: to seek the 
food that can only be obtained through the purchase of true religion 
(dm), polishing of the virtues (ihlaq al-murü'á), the sweat of the face 
and the labour of the body, through the suppression of grief, the en
durance of misery, the torments of deprivation, and the toleration of 
ever-changing circumstances. But God is sought for help. 

This topic has been controversially discussed at the time when the 
caliphate stood in its prime, when it was magnificent to represent it, 
when there was firm belief in true religion (diyana), a craving for the 
mwrw'a-virtues, when the «best» [opportunities, etc.] were exploited 
and when truthfiilness (sidq) was given preference, when the humani
ties had its buyers and clear speech (bayân) its market, when the 
proper thing was sought and knowledge desired. But as for [144] to
day, [at a time] when the hand is retracted from it, when skirts are 
tucked up for other things but it {wa-Udayl dünahu musammir, more 
generally «to labour hard, to toil»), when the embelUshment with its 
beauty is rejected and when it has become impossible to vaunt of its 
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eminence, it is not practised [as an art] (tusna ") any more. The matter 
belongs to God, he attains it. ^̂  

Ibn Da'b ^̂  said: Ibn Müsá ^̂  told me: We gathered around 'Abd 
al-Malik b. Marwán, who asked: Which of the humanities is most sig
nificant (aglab) for people? We replied and spoke at length about 
each kind. 'Abd al-Malik said: There is nothing people need more 
than to train their tongues, by which they engage in speech, express 
themselves, exchange pieces of wisdom (hikam), pull out obscure 
knowledge from its hiding place, and put together what has [before] 
lain scattered. Speech gives a verdict amongst opponents, it is a light 
that brightens up the darkness of complicated issues (again); people 
need it just as they need provisions and food. 

Zuhayr once said: ^̂  

One half of a young man (fata) is his tongue, the other his heart // 
then, nothing remains apart from the form (sura) of his flesh and 
blood. 

We said: Zuhayr did not say this, it must have been Ziyad 
al-A'jam. ^̂  But he ['Abd al-Malik] said: No, the one who said this 
had a greater experience (tajriba) and a more eloquent tongue than 
he! 

Abu al-'Aynà' said: I heard al-'Abbas b. al-Hasan al-'Alawï "̂̂  de
scribing the speech of a man, saying: His speech is gentle and flow
ing, as if there were a kinship between him and the hearts, and a rope 
between him and life; [145] it [speech] is like a present brought for
ward, like medicine for the sick, and like the central pearl of a neck
lace (wàsitat qiláda). 

^^ Wa-li-llàh amr huwa baliguhu. Compare Koran 65:3. 
''̂  This is 'Isa b. Yazîd b. Da'b al-Laytï who died in 171/787 (Yâqût, IrMd al-Arib, 

6/104-111). 
'̂ I was unable to identify this person. 

^̂  The pre-Islamic poet Zuhayr b. Abî Sulmâ. The line is in Arazi/Masalha, Six Early 
Arab Poets, 115 (Zuhayr 192:17). 

'^^ Ibn Salmá Abu Umàma Ziyád al-A'jam, Uma50^ad poet who died around 100/718. 
A mawlà of Persian origin, he spoke Arabic with a strong Persian accent, which brought 
him the nickname al-A'jam (E.I.-̂ , XI, 522-3, entry "Ziyád al-A'jam" by Lidia Bettini; 
Sezgin, GAS, H, 373-74). 

'̂̂  Mentioned in al-Mas'üdí, Murûj al-dahab, 4/332 [Vu, 79], an eloquent and 
wealthy man who gave advice to the caliph al-Ma'mün in Baghdad. 
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I saw Abu Isháq al-Sâbf ^̂  marvelling at a passage from a letter 
that had come to him, which went: Make your heart feel the despair of 
someone who strays from the path [?] and stops short of the finish. 

Ibn Dakwan ^̂  said: I heard Ibrahim b. al-'Abbas al-Sülí ^̂  saying: 
I never heard speech from the «modems» (kaldm muhdat) more solid 
while being gentle, more difficult [to imitate] while easy [to under
stand], and more eloquent while being concise, than the words of 
al-'Abbàs b. Ahnaf: ŝ 

Come, let us renew the old bond between us // we both are to be 
blamed for the long time of estrangement. 

Has she then forgotten what was between us, // and has Zalüm cut 
the bond of fiiendship? ̂^ 

In short, the best speech is the one that combines subtle expression 
(/q/z), delicate meaning {ma 'no), and shining beauty, and whose form 
{surd) takes a middle position between poetry that is like prose and 
prose that is like poetry, where the things said {mashüd) create a de
sire to listen, but where, for one's nature, it is impossible to reach the 
intention {maqsüd): so that someone who aspires to it, soars, but when 
he soars, he will fall down. I mean, it is far from the reach of the one 
who attempts to reach it with brute force, but it is close to someone 
who tries to attain it with subtlety. 

[xvii] The last passages refer to the well-known notion of good 
(and eloquent) Arabic being sahl wa-mumtani\ i.e. (like Mozart's 
music) easy to grasp or understand while being hard, if not impossi
ble, to imitate. 

^̂  Abu Ishâq Ibrahim b. Hilâl al-Harrânï al-Sábi' (or Sâbï) stood for many years at 
the head of the joint Buyid-caliphal state chancery in Baghdad; more than 430 of his let
ters have survived. He died in 384/994. (E.I.^, VIII, 674, "Sabi"' (F.C. de Blois); Sezgin, 
GAS, II, 592, V, 314; Hachmeier, Die Briefe, passim,) 

^̂  I could not identify this person. 
'^'^ Ibrahim b. al-'Abbàs b. Muhammad al-Sûlï (d. 243/857) worked as secretary un

der the Abbasid caliphs from al-Ma'mùn to al-Mutawakkil. A well-known prose writer 
and poet, he was also the great-uncle of the famous Abu Bakr Muhammad b. Yahyá b. 
al-'Abbas al-Sûlï (d. 335/947), the expert of chess and poetry. (Sezgin, GAS, II, 578-80; 
E.I.^, EX, 846-47, "al-Sùlï" by S. Leder.) - Ibrâhïm al-Sûlï was a nephew of the poet 
al-'Abbas b. al-Ahnaf whom he quotes here! 

^̂  Abu al-Fadl al-'Abbas b. al-Ahnaf b. al-Aswad, a poet who lived at the Baghdad 
court and died between 188-193/804-809. (Sezgin, GAS, II, 513-514; entry in E.I.^, I, 382 
(T.H. Weir).) 

"̂^ A1-'Abbas b. al-Ahnaf, Díwán, 146. 
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I never saw anyone more proficient in describing prose in all its 
facets than Qudàma b. Ja'far in the third chapter (manzila) of his 
book. 0̂ 'All b. 'Isa the vizier told us: Qudàma presented his book to 
me in the year 320; I studied it and found that he had given frill detail 
of the different kinds of eloquent speech in the third part in a way that 
was unique and could not be matched by anyone by [146] means of 
expression and meaning; he showed what was indicative of chosen 
and selected [speech] and what was reprehensible and should be 
avoided. 

Al-Halîl b. Ahmad ^̂  entered into this subject when he laid down 
the poetic metres, but I found his expression of low quality and pallid 
when he described eloquence, so as if he did not know what he de
scribed, and as if that he had pointed to was something different. The 
Arabs (the bedouins? al- 'arab) say: Such-and-such shows the right 
way, he is not shown it, as Ibn al-A'râbî narrated. Such a thing is only 
found if you have abundant knowledge, a good imagination, if the ap
propriate meanings come to you freely (tawarud al-ma 'no) [?], if you 
critically employ your nature {naqd al-tab *), and make free use of 
your talent {tasarruf al-qarîha). 

He said: Were the matter not as I have mentioned, then he 
[Qudàma b. Ja'far?] would have followed that way, would have made 
this art his own, would have seized that treasure, and would have 
opted for that way. For he appeared in the best of all places, is 
adorned with the most delicate speech, walks in the longest skirt, re
moves the turban from the most beautifril face, rises from the nearest 
hole (nafaq), and flies in the highest sky. 
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ABSTRACT 

Abu Hayyân al-Tawhîdï (d. 414/1023) actively contributed to the rich and 
diverse debate that took place in all fields of adab in the middle Abbasid period. 
In the 25*^ night of this Kitàb al4mt^ wal-1-mu'ànasa, al-Taw^hîdî talks about 
the respective virtues of poetry and prose. This highly entertaining debate, 
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where jest and earnest (jidd wa-hazl) are skillfully interwoven, also stands under 
the influence of Aristotelian ideas that were applied to literary theory. The arti
cle offers a commented translation with references to other contemporary 
sources. 

RESUMEN 

Abu Hayyán al-Tawhîdï (m. 414/1023) contribuyó activamente al rico y 
variado debate que se produjo en todos los ámbitos del adab hacia mediados 
del periodo 'abbásí. En la noche 25 de su Kitàb aUimtâ' wal-l-mu'ànasa, 
al-Tawhîdî habla acerca de los méritos respectivos de la poesía y de la prosa. 
Este entretenido debate, en el que lo humorístico y lo serio (yidd wa-hazJ) están 
estrechamente entrelazados, también muestra la influencia de las ideas aristoté
licas que fueron aplicadas a la teoria literaria. Este artículo ofrece una traduc
ción comentadas con referencias a otras fuentes contemporáneas. 
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